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Participant Reflections
6Unit Locating Design Management and Cultures (yr1)
Challenges and solutions:
 The discipline can be a challenge - Western/white-centric...
… & importance of acknowledging this through readings 
e.g. www.decolonisingdesign.com
 Need to include certain core knowledge
 Reading lists take time and require careful thought –
avoiding 'tokenistic' inclusion
 Importance of alternative formats e.g. TEDtalks, podcasts, 
AV material, special collections
BA Design Management Cultures
7BA Design Management Cultures
Academic
Student
Librarian
• Clarity of roles & 
responsibilities
• Time limitations
• A starting point for 
something more?
• Closer liaison
8Unit Introduction to Animation (Yr1)
Diversifying animation:
 Influence of western mainstream animation
 Including the viewpoint of international animation
 More than books… 
BA Animation
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Academic
Student
Librarian
• Student's 
viewpoint
• Approach
• Librarian's 
contribution
• Closer liaison
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Moving forward
Considerations:
• To employ students to audit other courses instead of their 
own course (as they do at UCL)
• To support academics to work with students and librarians 
to source and select wider texts
• To promote the liberation of curricula as a necessary and 
exciting challenge for all members of the academy
